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Resilient Sydney

• Program initiated 2015 

• Resilient Sydney Strategy 2018 

• Unprecedented collaboration

• 1000+ people consulted, 100+ 
organisations involved

• Small facilitating team – Resilient 
Sydney Office

• Active member of R-Cities Network



Metropolitan Sydney: 

• 5.2 million people

• 33 LGAs & Mayors

• 5 planning districts

• ~40% Australia’s GDP

• Many catchments

• Complex systems

• Complex governance



Sydney Resilience Challenges
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Resilient Sydney Platform – Measure metropolitan 
carbon emissions and report on progress 

• Data tool to measure and report city 

performance, since 2019

• Annualised benchmarks for state and 

local government, by place

• Highlights opportunities to set evidence 

based policy targets

• 324 Platform users from all 33 councils 

and NSW Government – build capacity

• Funded by all Sydney councils, hosted 

and operated by Resilient Sydney



Kinesis 

Platform 
demonstration 
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Officer



The ‘climate emergency’ 
is real in Australia

…so we need a new generation of 

Environmental Accountants:

• Driving investment to effectively 

reduce emissions, adaptation

• Investment grade data reporting

• Capacity building for resilience



Platform aligned to global protocol 

Global Protocol for Community Scale 

GHG Emissions reporting:

• Robust framework for accounting and 

reporting city-wide GHG emissions 

and guidance for cities

• Cities understand contributions of 

different city activities

• ‘City-induced’ reporting methods most 

useful to drive local change with actors



Commitments, policies - land in PLACE

14 councils 

Net Zero Plans

Integrated 

planning and 

reporting 

framework 

16 councils 

Local

Resilience

Plans

28 councils 

Urban Forest 

Strategies

24 councils

using platform 

data for land 

use plans



Each City Council uses the Resilient Sydney Platform  

• Support City carbon footprint 

reporting obligations under 

Global Covenant of Mayors

• Data to monitor City emissions 

and environmental impacts, 

over time

• Target action to reduce 

emissions in line with City 

aspirational net zero targets

• Engage communities in action



Randwick 
City Council   

Collaboration 
Area with 
businesses for a 
‘Net Zero 
precinct’



Targeted solar program  



Collaborations, capacity, cost 
savings

• Platform drives ‘joined up’ decision 

making, aligned targets, data in 

plans

• Consistent city wide reporting

• Major collaborations with other 

levels of government

• 324 users, handbooks, support

• 6-8 webinars per year

• 3,500 hours of training to date

• Major cost efficiency at scale



Data and engagement underpin excellence

• Evidence key challenges our city faces

• Set realistic, meaningful targets for 

performance

• Understand community disaster risks

• Report progress and engage politicians, 

city leaders, businesses and the public

• Provide consistent, reliable, visible public 

interest data that builds confidence

• Enables accountability in government





Urban resilience

The capacity of individuals, 

communities, institutions, 

businesses, and systems within 

a city to survive, adapt, and 

thrive no matter what kinds of 

chronic stresses and acute 

shocks they experience.



Thank you

RSO@cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au

www.resilientsydney.com.au

@ResilientSydney

au.linkedin.com/company/resilient-sydney


